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Abstract
A data set. comprising 110 spreading rates, 78 transform fault azi-
muths and 142 earthquake slip vectors has been inverted to yield a new
instantaneous plate motion model, designated RM2. The model represents
a considerable improvement over our previous estimate RM1 (Minster,
Jordan, Molnar and Haines, 1974). The mean averaging; interval for the
relative motion data has been reduced to less than 3 My. A detailed
comparison of RM2 with angular velocity vectors which best
fit the data along individual plate boundaries indicates that RM2 per-
forms close to optimally in most regions, with several notable exceptions.
The model systematically misfits data along the India-Antarctica and
Pacific-India ,plate boundaries. We hypothesize that these discre^panctes
are manifestations of internal deformation within the Indian plate; the
data are compatible with NW-SE compression across the Ninetyeast Ridge
at a rate of about 1 cm/yr. RM2 also fails to satisfy the EW-trending
transform fault azimuths observed in the FAMOUS area, which is shown to
be a consequence of closure contraints about the Azores triple junction.
Slow movement betwgen North and South America is required by the data set,
although the angular velocity vector describing this motion remains poorly
constrained. The existence of a Bering plate, postulated in our previous
study, is not necessary if we accept the proposal of Engdahl and others
that the Aleutian slip vector data are biased by slab effects. Absolute
motion models are derived from several kinematical hypotheses and compared
vitb the data from hotspot traces younger than 10 My. A-1though some of
the models are inconsistent with the Wilson-biorgan hypothesis, the overall
resolving power of the hotspot data is poor, and the directions of absolute
motion for the several slower-moving plates are not usefully constrained.
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Introduction
Present-day plate motions can be modelled using systematic
inversion methods. In our initial study (Minster et al., 1974,
referred to as Paper 1), a linearized least--squares algorithm was
formulated and applied to an extensive. globally distributed data
set. Angular velocity vectors for eleven major platers were estimated
from these data, and this model was designated Relative Motion 1 (RHI).
The Caribbean plate was subsequently added to this model by Jordan (1975).
Revisions and additions to the data set were begun in 1975, and an
interim model was derived (Jordan, Minster and Molnar, 1975).
We present in this paper a new relative motion model, RM2, based
on a much improved data set. Consistent with our previous work,
we have attempted to obtain a simple model compatible with the available
high-quality observations of relative motions. Only relative motion
data which involve at least one oceanic plate have been used, since the
data from intracontinental environments exhibit complexities not easily
described in terms of rigid plate kinematics (e.g. Molnar and Tapponnier,
1975). We have not attempted to model the complex tectonics
of the western Pacific (e.g., the Philippine plate), because little
kinematical information is available concerning behind-the-are spreading,
and the assumptions fundamental to a simple plate model (e.g. triple-
junction closure) may not apply.
The value of any model can be judged by its predictive capability
and by its ability to withstand the test of new observations. In this
respect the success of our original model RMl has been mixed. For
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example, the relative motion between the North American and South
American plates was predicted by RM1 entirely on the basis of data
from other plate boundaries. Although no data yet exist which confirm
directly the existence of such relative motion, the model implies tha.t
a component of NS convergence exists between the South American and
Caribbean plates (Jordan, 1975). It appears that some convergence is
indeed required by recent studies (Talwani et al., 1976; Rial, 1978).
On the other hand, RX1 failed to satisfy an extensive set of new
data collected in the South Atlantic Ocean (Forsyth, 1975; Sclater
et al., 1976). The investigation of this failure is an important
aspect of this study. We show that RMI. incorrectly predicts the
plate kinematics in the South Atlantic because the presently available
data are inconsistent with the plate geometry assumed in deriving RMI..
We demonstrate that this inconsistency can be remedied by postulating
the existence of internal deformation - with the Indian plate, although
alternate explanations are possible.
Other problems with the MU model have been noted, (Jordan et al., 1976).
The well-mapped fracture zones in the FAMOUS area yield an apparent
azimuth for Africa-North America Motion that is due east (Macdonald and
Luyendyk, 1977), whereas RMI predicts an azimuth of S79E, parallel to
the general trends of the nearby major transform faults (e.g. the
Oceanographer T. F,).
In M11 the slip vector data from the North Pacific were modelled
-using a Bering plate whose motion differs from that of North America,
Engdahl et al. (1977) have demonstrated that the focal mechanisms from

.The Revised Data Set F
s,	The 330 data used in this study are listed in Table 1. 	 The data a	 ;
locations are shown in Figure 1, delineating the major plate boundaries.
These relative motion data comprise 110 rates of sea floor spreading
derived from magnetic anomaly profiles, 78 ..transform fault azimuths
and 142 earthquake slip vectors. 	 In compiling and editing this data
f
set, we have generally followed the guidelines in Paper I. 	 In particular,
we have excluded data from diffuse plate boundaries, specifically
continent-continent boundaries. 	 Therefore the details of Asian and
Indonesian tectonics are not represented by our model.
Rate data have been determined directly from published magnetic
anomaly profiles using the time scale of Talwani et al. (1971).	 In
Paper 1, anomalies 3 and 5 were generally used to estimate rates;	 we
thus averaged the plate speeds over the last 5-10 My. 	 In this study,
we have redetermined the spreading rates using anomalies 2 and 2' in
every instance, except for a few slow-spreading profiles where the
I
anomalies out to 3 were employed.	 Hence, the mean averaging interval
for the rate data ' 3s less than 3 My.	 In most cases the rates were
detera&aed by comparing; the corrected profiles with synthetics,
generally those published by the authors of the'ori.ginal observational
ti
study.	 However, for the anomaly profiles along the Pacific-Antarctic
Ridge (Molnar et al., 1975), we generated our own synthetics. 	 For the
several studies where a direct inversion for magnetization was made
Ofacdonald, 1977;	 Macdonald and Holcombe, 1978; 	 McGregor et al.,
1977), the original authors' results were used directly.
nIn Paper 1, the directions of plate motion implied by earthquake
focal mechanisms were. estimated by projecting the slip vectors gAtp a
horizontal plane. Althgugh this . progpAtkre Is . almost yniversallY. adopted,
- it is only approximately eckgrget for sballow thrust events
-
in subduction
--
zones with oblique convergence, and it can introduce a slight bias.
In this study, the more exact procedure of 'rotating the slip vectors
into the horizontal plane was employed for earthquakes along inclined
seismic zones. This problem is discussed in the Appendix.
estimates of - relative motion direction are the
azimuths of well-mapped transform faults. In determining these azimuths
we have used detailed bathymetric surveys where available, ­ relying on
contours which cross charted ship tracks. _Interpretive diagrams have
been avoided to minimize the feedback between-data and plate bectonic
models.
The-uncertainties listed in Table I are based on a case by case
subjective evaluation of the data quality. They are used to weight the
--
data in the invers i on algorithm and to derive estimates of the, uncer-
tainties in the model - parameters. Although we, have at"tempted - to use a
consistent, set of. criteria - in assigning these errors, the estimates are-
-nevertheless crude indicators of data quality. With this in mind, we
have adopted a conservative. stand and have deliberately overestimated
these uncertainties. This bias is. appareat in Figure 3, where it is
seen that the sample standard deviation of the normalized residual
distribution is significantly less than its expected value of 1.
•Model RM2:	 General Description
Inversion of the data was performed using the linearized, iterative,
weighted least--squares algorithm described in Paper I. 	 Our extensive
experience in applying this algorithm to the plate motion problem has
E
demonstrated to us its effectiveness. 	 Although the algorithm involves
the linearization of a non--linear problem, convergence has always been
rapid and no difficulties associated with local minima have been evident.
•
The uncertainties in the model parameters derived from the linear theory
t:
have proven to be effective measures of the errors induced on the model
by errors in the data.
The inversion algorithm has been applied to the data set listed
In Table I to obtain an 11 plate model, designated W12. 	 The plate
geometry is identical to that of Rlil, except that the Bering plate
F
has been recombined with the North American plate and a Caribbean plate
has been added.	 lttil, supplemented with toe GARB-NOAH angular velocity
vector derived by Jordan.S 1975), was used as a starting model in the
inversion algorithm.
	
Convergence was attained in five iterations.
Model RM2 is specified in Table 2 by its geohedron (McKenzie and
Parker, 1974).	 Although a more compact specification is possible, this
format conveniently provides an explicit relative rotation vector for
each plate boundary.	 The RM2.geohedron is illustrated in Figure 2.
In the notation of Paper I the quantity minimized by the fitting
procedure is the variable
o	 2
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where N 330 is the total number of data. The eleven plate model is
speciii.ed by 30 parameters. If the data were normally distributed and the variances
Mere exactly known, X 2 would be chi--square distributed with 300 degrees of freedom,
and a sample value would lie in the interval (300 i 49) 95% of the time.
The value of x2 for RM2 is 109, almost a factor of three less than its
expected value. Thus, the data are fitted significantly better than they
should be if their assigned uncertainties were correct.
This fact is also evident from the histograms of normalized
residuals plotted in Figure 3. The sample variances of these distribu-
tions are about 113 their expected value of unity. This-discrepancy
could be corrected by uniformly reducing the standard errors assigned
to the data by a factor of 1//3. Such a reduction would not change the
model but would decrease the derived model uncertainties by the same
factor. However, to be conservative we have retained the larger
estimates of uncertainty.
It can be seen from Figure 3 that the distribution of normalized
residuals for the slip vector data departs from the assumed gaussian
behavior in another manner: the distribution is skewed towards negative
f	 •
values. Much of this skewness is attributable to the predominantly
negative residuals e%hibxted by the slip vectors from the Aleutians
and the Kurils, a feature discussed in more detail below.
Because the data set is large and because the geometry of the
problem is complex, the performance of M2 cannot be fully described by
these simple statistics. A complete assessment of IOU's success in
explaining the observations requires that each data subset pertaining
10.
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to an individual plate boundary be considered separately. For a large
number of plate pairs, a relative rotation vector, or at least a "best-
fitting pole" (BFP), can be determined from that data subset alone.
These vectors and poles have been obtained by inversion and are listed
iu Table 3. The corresponding BFP's are shown with the RMl and RM2
poxes on Figures 4-6. The differences between these poles and those
for R ,12 measure the constraints imposed on M12 by the simultaneous
inversion scheme. These differences are not large, which is evidence
that RD12 performs close to optimally in most regions. Notable exceptions
involve the INDI-ANTA, INDI-PCFC and AFRC-NORM poles. discussed below.
The estimated model uncertainties 6., a^, crW aria much smaller in
Table 2 than in Table 3. This is, of course, a direct consequence of
tie self--consistency constraints inherent to the rigid plate model,
as discussed in Paper I. An impressive example of this behavior is
provided by'the COCO-PCFC rotation vector, which is heavily- constrained
by two triple junction closure conditions; these constraints reduce the
nominal uncertainty of the rotation rate by a factor of four.
It should be emphasized that the uncertainties in the model para-
meters given in Table 2 correspond to marginal distributions. A
complete description of the model uncertainties; including the various
error cross-correlations, requires the specification of a 30 x 30
(symmetric) variance matrix. A more complete discussion of this point
Is given in Paper 1.
Listed in Table 1 are quantities which we have termed "data
inportances." As defined in Paper 1, they are the diagonal elements
i
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a
t
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of an orthogonal projection operator in the data -spa,:e, -and are
- indicative of the distribution of information among the data (Pappr I,
y	 ;' Minster et aL, 1977):	 Importances are additive and sum to the number
- of inverted parameters, 30 in the case of RX2.	 They depend on the
l geometry of the data set, and-on the datA uncertainties, but not on_
the actual values of the data. 	 The final. model depends heavily on the
most important data and is robust with respect to thr, least.important
data.
Cumulative importances for individual plate boundaries are listed
by data types in Table 2 for RM2 and in Table 3 for the best fitting
vectors.	 The cumulative importance for all slip vec,or data is only
4.6, compared with 11.1 for the transform fault azimuths, despite the
fact that the former outnumber the latter by nearly 2:1.	 This reflects
''. the lower uncertainties--by a factor of two to three--generally assigned
to transform fault data. 	 The most important datum (0.95) is the rate
across the Mid-Cayman Rise (Macdonald and Holcombe, 1978);	 alone, it es-
sentiallY determines the relative speed of NORM-CARE.	 When the entire data
set is considered, 501-4 of the cumulative importance is associated with
a
the 49 most important data, and only 10% with the 151 least important
data.	 Importances are very useful. for a detailed comparison of data
and models, as illustrated in the next sections.
Model. Rr12: Detailed Assessment
This discussion is devoted to a detailed evaluation of RM2 on a
region-by-regfon basis. The fit of RM1^and RM2 to the data for
individual plate boundaries is illustrated in Figures 7-2Q. - The data
and model values are depicted as residuals with respact to the best-
fitting angular velocity vectors and poles listed in Table 3. .Baselines
provided by the best-fitting vectors remove the large variations in the
data functionals due to geometrical complexities and allow the models to
be plotted as smooth lines on the diagrams. More importantly, the
deviations from the locally best--fitting parameters required by closure
conditions are readily apparent.
The Pacific-North America Boundary. It was concluded in Paper X .
that the slip-vector data along the Aleutian-Kuril trench system are
not consistent with the NOAM--PCFC relative motion inferred from data
in the Gulf of California and in the northwest Pacific. We suggested
that this inconsistency was diagnostic of deformation of the North
American plate, and attempted_ to model it by including a hypothetical.
Bering plate in D 1. However, the BERT-PCFC pole was determined by only
ten slip vectors. Engdahl et al._ (1977) pointed out that our data Caere
a poor representation of the earthquake population along the trench and
that the slip vector orientations for individual events in the vicinity
of 175°E could be significantly biased by the laterally heterogeneous
seismic velocity structure of the docmgoing slab. In the present study
the number of data along this trench system has been increased to 27,
Including 15 high quality slip vectors from the Kuril-Kamchatka Arc
ORIGINAL 
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recentLy published by Stauder and Mfualchi OFn (1976). Because of the evi-
­stf —ucfu—redence for bias dut—to s-1aB	 presented byEngdahl et al. (1977),
_h d large uncertainties (±20 to the data l ying between 165 0Eq 7	 we assigned	 0
----and 1fs5nW longitude. It can be seen from Figure 7 that these data are
in fact systematically misfit by RM2 and the BFP in the direction ob-
7'
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 -rved in Paper I ande	 predicted by the model of Engdahl et al. (1977).
On the other band data from the Kuril-Kamchatka Arc are fitted by the
model without difficulty, consistent with the canclusion of Engdahl et al.
(1977) that slip vectors in this region are not like.'.y to be significantly
biased by slab structure. Since the fit of the data elsewhere along the
boundary is satisfactory (Figure 7), we conclude that there is little
evidence for deformation within the North American plate of the sort
hypothesized in Paper I.
The East Pacific Rise. The data set for the COCO-PCFC boundary
includes a redetermination of the Siqueiros T.F. azimuth from revised
bathymetry (Rosendahl, 1976). RM2 performs very well along this
boundary and constitutes a slight improvement over Mil (Figure 8) .
The data set for the NAZC-PCFC boundary has been significantly
revised and augmented, especially the rate 	 0data set. Between 6 S an
120 S, the magnetics are poor and the data relatively scattered (Figure 9),
as might be expected for east-west profiles In the vicinity of the mag-
netic eqnator. Nevertheless, 'tea's (1976ii, b) data indicate a lower
rate than used in Paper I. Berron's (197") profile at 19°S is easily
readabl y, despite the small size of the published figure, but the
indicates that a fracture zone may be crossed to the west of
6
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the ridge. Thus, the western part of the profile is suspect beyond
anomaly 2, and we assigned a Large uncertainty to the measurement. A
sequence of high quality profiles at 200S. has been discussed by Rea
and Blakely (1975). Since their published profiles are rate adjusted	 W
and could not be remeasured, we adopted their estimated spreading rate
(15.1 cm/yr) and assigned it an uncertainty of 0.6 cm/yr, a conservative
value in view of the datum's quality. However, this rate is less than
that obtained at 19 05 and is not fitted well by the model. It is also
difficult to reconcile this rate with the comparable rates much further
north and a higher rate to the south: the profile at 28 05 (Herron, 1972)
yields a rate which exceeds 17 cm/yr.
The azimuths along the NAZC-PCFC boundary have been much improved
by the recent bathymetric studies of Mammerickx et al. (1975) and
lonsdale (1977, 1978) . However, the position of the NAZC--PCFC pole
has not been significantly altered by these revisions; the RMI and RM2
poles, and the BFP, lie very close together, well within the M12 error
ellipse.
The Galapagos Spreading Center. The rate data along the COCO-NAZC
boundary are taken from the study by Hey (1974). We also included a
good deep-tow profile published by Klitgord and Mudie (1974). As
seen in Figure 10 and in Table 1, the data along this boundary are
internally consistent. A particularly satisfying feature is that the
recent bathym,etry of lonsdale and Klitgord (1978) clearly requires the
COCO-NAZC pole to lie north of the equator; the transforms at 84.50W
and 85.30W trend east of north. The implied shift from the R41 pole
L -A
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position is incomplete concordance with the shift dLctated by the lower
spreading rates along the NAZC-P{:FC boundary. it should be noted that
the strike of the Panama T.F. is very consistent with this new pole
position, a point we shall return to in the next section.
The Chile Rise. The slower opening rate along the NAZC-PCFC
boundary also affects the motion along the Chile Rise. In particular,
the RM2 rate is considerably less than the 7.6 cm/yr estimate derived
from the profile of Klitgord et al. (1973), which we consider to be the
best rate observation along this boundary and is the only value included
in the data set. However, the RM2 rate i:-. between t his value and the
lower estimates of Morgan et al. (1968) and Herron avid Hayes (1969).
Eastern Pacific Subduction Zones. Strongly coupled to the opening
of the East Pacific Rise are the convergence rates and directions along
the Middle American and South American trenches. We have adopted a
set of slip vectors estimated by Srauder (1973, 1975) and Abe (1972) to
represent the direction of subduction in South America. The residuals
for these data show a slightly negative trend, although Abe's (1972)
well determined solution has a large positive residual. The negative
trend could be eliminated by increasing the xate along the NAZC--PCFC boundary.
-however, the COCO-NOAM and COCO-GARB slip vectors also exhibit this
negative residual trend, and the possibility that these data are biased,
like the Aleutian slip vectors, cannot be discounted. In any case, the
scatter in the data is large, the average misfit is small and the data
importances are low; hence, any bias will not significantly affect the
model.	 .
fj	 Sr {
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=The:Paci£ic=An=afte LctAd	 it It 7-i'd a tceystone of the
global-modal, p=icu1ar:a=entV)1_-iai devofdd"to the PCFC--ANTTA boundary.
The data :along this 'bodnd=y are o€ •-stiffici'ent - number • and , quality to
provide-significant coupling; vin fide Antarctic lldte, among the plates
in the Pacific and the plates with boundaries in the South Atlantic and
Indian Oceans. The configuration of the PCFC-ANTA boundary has been
investigated by riolnar et al. (1975), and our data set is based primarily
on this study. Since these authors did not use synthetic magnetic.
p-rofiles, we computed synthetics and reinterpreted the magnetics. A
significant component of apparently asymmetric spreading is observed
on many profiles (Molnar et al., 1975; Stein et al., 1977), so the
rates Caere estimated only from pairs of corresponding anomalies on
both sides of the axis, - .All measurements were based on anomaly ^'
or younger anomalies. Transform fault azimuths were derived from the
bathymetry , of Molnar et al. (1975), but estimates were obtained from
ship track crossings rather than their interpretive map. 'St is,clear
from Figure 11 that M12 is very close to . the best-fitting vector and
represents an improvement over TM in this region. The difference in
the MS1 and RN2 poles is mainly attributable to the southwesternmost transform
fault, an important datum (,If = 0.25) not incltided in Paper 1. Some internal
inconsistency of unknown origin is evident in the rate data (Figure 11):
the rates are greater in the middle of the boundary than those required
by the rates at the ends of the boundary. Nevertheless, most of the
data are fitted within their uncertainties, and the relative rotation
` vector is one of the best determined in the W12 geohedron.
• U.
0
. y .-I'he-India-Pacific bbund;iry.-  The data used along-this boundary,
-'--Consisting entirely --of :^earthquako_- s 11p --veat ots, `are - iTie- same av_-in
&'apex I, taut-the data=n4rttt-of 2305=-i4ere-.lit► aced.because of documented
"-behind-the-arc spreading in-the-Lau Basft- (e.g.- Za er'et-a].; 1975).
Nevertheless, the geometry is such-that-a BFP could be determined.from
-.: the 14-remaining slip vectors (Table 3). We observe -
that this best-fitting pole is almost identical to tie pole determined
by Falconer (1973) exclusively from seismicity data ylong the Macquarie
Ridge, a completely independent data set' However, as seem in Figures
--4-and 12,-both'RMl and-RM2 differ si1mifioantly from this pole, a direct
result of-requiring closure around the IHI)I-PCFG-ANTA triple
Junction. Consequently, the global models are a poor fit to the
southernmost slip vectors, determined by Banghar and Sykes (1969).
Furthermore, these models predict a significant component of compression
across the Macquarie Ridge system, in disagreement with the hypothesis
-of Falconer (1973) that this segment is a strike-slip fault. We
;.
==strongly suspect that-these inconsistencies result from internal
== deformation -within the Indian plate -(see-bel.oq).
Motions about the Azores triple 'unction. The plate boundaries
which form the Azores triple junction are individually well constrained.
Figure 13 is a residual, plot for the northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge data.
The longitude of the EDRA-NCAM pole is reasonably well fixed by the
precise azimuth data along the Charlie-Gibbs T.F. and a number of fault
plane solutions In the Arctic, but its latitude is more uncertain. Both
4-`.
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the RM1:p-ole -and--t3ie BFP lie -near thf- mouth of : the . Lgna River, `frhe
poH-E!an :i6st : c6mgatib1e with- tho; rate dat-4.: _The M2 pole is several	 y
degrees further - south- (65;S°N, -13A.4°E).,-and_ifs_ fit .to `the rate data --- -=
south of 6UuN is not as good. However, this pole is more consistent. 	 Y
withthe conclusions reached by Chapman . and Solomon (1976) in their -
study of i6rtheast Asian tectonics,.
The-data set along the Azar es-Gabralt:ar Line is considerably
improved over• our previous study, We deleted the datum east of
Gibraltar, because of its probable -involvement with the Alboran plate
yi
(Andxieux et_ al., 1971), but added three new. slip vectors west of
Gibraltar. The most important additi.on,_however,_is the azimuth of the
Gloria T.F. (,rf= 0.783) , well defined by Laughton et al. (1972) and Laughton
et al. (1975). This datum places'a strong constraint on the longitude of the
AFRC-EURA pole. Although the i.ndividiial slip vectors are not particularl y well
determined, their variation from NW compression on the east to SW extension on the
west requires that the pole be not ft+r south of the boundary, a conclusion
established by McKenzie (1972). As a result, the pole is very tightly
eonstxained, and the RD12 solution is very close to the BFP (Figures 6
and 14) .
i
The data set south of the A;-.ores on the Paid-Atlantic Ridge has also
been improved. Several special -t;tuidies have yielded much better mag-
- netics, and these imply a significantly lower rate -during the last 3 My
_than used In Paper 1. The azimuth data along the AFRO--HOAR boundary
have also been revised. In Paper I, the general trends of the Oceanographer
T.F. (S77E) and the Atlantis T.F. (SSI.E) were used and were well fitted
39.
by Ma. In the present data set, these azimuths hav3 been deleted and 	 .
replaced by the azimuths of transforms A(S88E) and B(SUE) in the FAMOUS
area (Macdonald and Luyendyk, 1977). The difference between the azimuths
of the major transform faults and transforms A and B has been attributed
to a change in the direction of plate motion within the last 5 My
(Macdonald, 1977; Fox et al., 1978; Atwater and Ma:donald, 1977).
`	 A slip vector showing east-west motion on the Oceano ,rapher T.F.
(Udfas et al., 1976), supporting this conclusion, ha7 also been included.
The revised data along the AFRC-NORM boundary are internally
consistent, as indicated by the performance of the best-fitting angular
velocity vector, but the AFRO-NOM azimuth data are poorly fatted by
RM2 (Figure 15). It is clear that the misfit is forced by the closure
condition about the Azores tritile junction. To satisfy the'triple
junction condition, the AFRO-NOM pole must be on the great circle
connecting the EURA-NORM and AFRO-EURA poles (Figure 4 & 6). The BFF
is not; it lies to the west near the northeastern tip of Greenland,
as required by the revised azimuth data. The triple junction great
j	 circle cannot be shifted to include the AFRC-NOAM BFP without completely
misfxtting the data along one or both of the other boundaries. For
example, any good fit to bath the AFRO-NOAM and EURA-NORM data sets
yields an AFRO-EURA pole that is mach to the west of the RM pole and
implies compressive motion along the entire Azores-Gibraltar Line, a
prediction in flagrant disagreement with the observed earthquake mechanisms.
Hence, the M12 solution is significantly different from the AFRO-NORM BFP.
The, IM and Mil pokes are each included within the other's 95% confidence
201-
ellipses. Roth_modkls Xredigt dtrect.i,v.Ts, of"AFRC-NO-AM motion which.
match the_ observed ZpnerA trenA,.of, the_ Ocaanog-raphex F- .Y but which
Misfit the azimuths- of transform- A--and B- by. about- ID_ _.
A possible explanation for this xUacrepancy concerns the way. the_ 	 o
RM2.data set averages overtime. It is conceivable that the east-west
trends observed in the FAMOUS regioxr are so'recent t hat the pole shifts
required by this reorientation are not represented i--L the data from the
other_plate boundaries.
However, we believe that this explanation can be rejected. The
16 ration_ of the great circle connecting the EUPA-NOAM and AFRC-EURA 	 :.
Poles is fixed by truly "instantaneaus"_data; i.e., the slip vectors
in the North Atlantic and along the Azores-Gibraltar Line. -Therefore,
the conflict is among data which involve little or no time averaging.
Perhaps the east west transforms observed in the FAMOUS area are
not unbiased indicators of AFRC-IMAX motion.' . This would be the case,
f
for example, if these short. fault segments were "Leaky" in the sense of
Menard and Atwater (1969); i.e.,_if a.component of extension existed
across these faults. For this explanation to be correct, the rate of
opening normal to the faults would.have to be. about 0.4 cm/yr. Although
the field data do not appear to support this hypothesis (Detrick et al.,
1973; ARCY.WA, 1975; Choukroune et al., 1977), the ability of these
studies (as well as ours) to resolve such_a component is an open question.
The incompatibility of the.FAMOUS trends with the RM2.model remains
problematic. It is interesting to note, however, that the M12-predicted -
;azimuths are essentially perpendicular to the rise-crest segments in the
MODS area.
t
The Americasy- ane-plate nr-twol - A: •r4affbi- conel7asionT of- . Paper 1
-vas'that - significant--relative motion exists _ between Vorth _. aDd South
`ii^Ametica.-- The- present--study- •supports bhis -conclusion, although direct
observational-avidance for - NOAM SHAM motion is still. lacking. An
..-,:E version. of the , global data set was performed with .he Americas grouped
_-.into a single plate. This model, was rejected becaus j- it does not satisfy
the relafitre motion data in the Atlantic; In partic•ilar:.•
-	 { } The - rate data along the A1;RC•-NOAH boundary are misfit, model
j	 =	 values.being 0.4 cm/yr-too low.	 r
_	 (2) The, azimuths along the Al<RC--SOAN boundary -riel d systema ticall.v
positive residuals of about 5°.
(3), The EURA-NOAM pole is shifted northward to 810N, 11.8°E, well
outside the-RM2 95% confidence ellipse. Consequerrxly, the
variation in rates along this boundary does not match the
• observations.
(G) The A'RC-EURA pole is shifted westward to 12 0S, 380W. Such a
pole implies compressive motion along the entire Azores-
-	 -.	 Gibraltar Line. As noted above, this consequence is in direct
3 eo11f1iCt with-the extension observed on the western portion
_of
-this boundary.
We conclude that a non-zero NOM-SOAM angular velocity is required
by the revised data set. To derive M12, we - adopted the convention: of
Paper I and partitioned the APRC -NOAH and AVRC-SOAM data sets ,at-15oN,
where the distance between t:he Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the 'hest Indies
Arc is leash.	 - - --	 -	 - -
4-j
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i.AFRC-r-SOAX7bolividaty-(Figurezl6)6 ­One 7 dathfil sofi this=b6undAzy diesercres
particular mdntion; ­Eittreim and -Eving= (197 5)zha-Vd:_fiAppea_-_ 7r ce t;
apparently-, continuous- fault , vithin the Vema fault-zone' .  - .-Thdir data
yield -aremarkably well determined azimuth or: relative motiba; we
assigned this datum-an uficertainty of-+-2 the lb^;etv'-givdn-to any
directio n datuTa-; Its residual computed from W12 --is ' -orily'O. 4	 In
contrast, the residual -computed from, Lhe model '-with'91 single Ameticcid
-plate is nearly-3
Although some motion is required, the NORM-SOAM angular velocity
vector is not.precisely -constrained. -This is indicated by the large
confidence ellipse associated with . the pole (Figure 5). It is also
evidenced by the fact that the RM2 pole is nearly 300 north Wthe M11
pole, completely reversing the sense of motion predicted along the
boundary postulated to lie somewhere between 10°N and 200N. Discussion
of the inferred relative motion maybe tound.in a later-.section.
-
Caribbean plat e motion. Although a Caribbean plate was not included
In the M11 model derived in Paper 1, the topic of, Caribbean plate
•motion was treated in detail by Jordan (1975). He derived a NOMI-GARB
7 7
angular velocity vector using-a spreading rate of 2.2 cm/yr-across the
Md-Cayman Rise estimated from topographic decay (Holcombe et al., 1973).
Vor the present study, we were fortunate to have available a much mare
6.1
reliable rate (2.0 • 0.4 cm/yr since 2.3 My B.P.) determined from a
magnetic profile across the Mid-Cayman Rise by Macdonald and Holcombe (1978).
rf,
This rate is essentially identical to the previous estimate. Four slip
t r ftam the Mol a and S key (1969) sex used b Jordan (19x5) werevecas	 nor	 y	 y
deleted, one from the West Indies Arc, because it may lie south of the
CAR.B-NOMM-SOAR triple junction., and three frout Hispaniola and the Puerto
Rico Trench, where the data show internal scatter and the stress and
strain .fields are complex (Jordan, 1975). A slip vector far . the 1976
Guatemala earthquake (Kanamori and Stewart, 1977) was added. The changes
to the direction data shifted the NOMI-CAFB pole northwestward from the
position computed by Jordan (1975). it can be seen from Figure 5,
however., that this shift is in the direction least constrained by the
data, as indicated by the orientation of the RM2 confidence ellipse.
Jordan's pole lies within this confidence ellipse, and the difference
between these poles is not resolvable by the present data set (Figure 17).
The GARB-SOAM pole is also shifted with respect to Jordan's
solution, but, again, the shift is along the major axis of the error
ellipse. This pole is unconstrained by data along the CARB-SOMI
boundary, so its 95% confidence ellipse is quite large. The change in
its !location- ref l,ects the shifts in both the NOAM-SOA11 and NORM-CARB
poles. Nevertheless, Jordan's conclusion that a- component of north--
'	 south raotion exists along this boundary is unaffected ("fable 5).
-The Bouvet triple junction. MIl did not predict correctly the
relative motions of 90AM-ANTA and AFRC-ANTA (Forsyth, 3975; Sclater
et al., 1976). In Paper 1, these boundaries were very poorly constrained
by data, but this deficiency has been remedied by a number of recent
23.
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special studies (Table 1). RM2 provides :in excellent fit to the data
around Bouvet triple junction (Table 1, Figures lb and 18), whereas RMI
	 .a
performs miserably. Three explanations for this discrepancy were
Investigated:	 i
(1) RMI is located in a lot,al minim:im of the fitting Function
manifold. This possibility can be dismissed; inverting the
?J11 data set with RM2 its a starring model yields the published
RMI. solution.
(2) The SCAM-AXTA and AFRO-ANTA vectors are very sensitive to
small errors in the RMI data set. This possibility can also
be excluded; the error ellipsoids for these vectors are
actually quite small (Paper I, Table Z, Figures 5 and 7). The
prediction error computed from the RMI variance matrix is
much smaller than the Fail misfit to the new data. If the new
data along the SOM-ABTA and AFRC-ANTA boundaries are exluded
from the revised data set, a solution similar to RM1 is obtained.
(3) The global data set is inconsistent with the plate geometry
assumed by RM1.
hypothesis (3) is our preferred explanation and was in fact advocated by
Forsyth (1975) in his original study of this problem. For reasons detailed
below, we believe that the data sets for plate motions about the Indian
triple junction are inconsistent with our model, and we ascribe this
inconsistency to internal deformation within the Indian plate.
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Plate motions in the Indian Ocean. This brings us to the major
difficulty we encountered in constructing RM2: as pointed out by
Jordan et al. (1976) and Minster and Jordan (1977), each of the three
legs of the Indian triple junction are populated by internally .
consistent data, but the three best--fitting vectors sum to a vector
(the closure vector) significantly different from zero (Table 3, Figure 6).
The AFRC--ANTA boundary is densely populated by good observations.
The 6 rates, 6 transform faults, and 11 slip vectors along this boundary
constrain the angular velocity vector very well. The most important of
these data is the well mapped Melville transform fault 	 0.53) near the
northeastern end of the boundary (Engel and Fisher, 1975), which controls
the latitude of the pole. RM2 performs closia to optimally along this
boundary (Figure 18).
As noted by McKenzie and 5clater (1971), the transform faults along
the Central Indian and Carlsberg ridges tightly constrain the INAI-AFRC
pole, and these constraints have been strengthened by Improved bathymetry
(Engel and Fisher, 1975). As shown on Figure 19, there is a minor
discrepancy between the rate data and the transform fault azimuths: the
northernmost rates are too large by a few tenths. of a cm/yr. In an
effort to fit these rates, the best-fitting vector skews slightly with
respect to the T.F. data, and RM2 is actually a better fit to the azimuths
than the BFP. However, the Carlsberg Ridge is opening slowly and lies
•	 close to the magnetic equator; the magnetics along this boundary are
not of exceptional quality (McKenzie and 5clater, 1971), and we are
not disturbed by this slight misfit.
"	 t7n 	 -• t s	 _	 _
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The problem of data inconsistency is evident along the Southeast
Indian Ridge. The data are not quite: as good along this boundary, but
they determine a BFP and angular rate which constitute an acceptable fit
(Figure 20) . RMI. fits these data very well., but RM2 fits poorly; the
RM2 pole is significantly different from the BFP (Figure 6) and does not
match the gradient in the spreading rates. The situation is now clear:
RM1 satisfies the TNDI AFRC and INDI-ANTA data, but misses badly along
the AFRO-ANTA boundary; RM2 corrects the misfit, but then does not
satisfy the INDI-ANTA data. The most comprehensive local study of this
triple junction was published by McKenzie and Sclater (1971). Their
instantaneous motion model is also shown on Figures 18--20. It is
different from either RI-11 or RM2 but does not constitute a better solution.
P	
'
The motion of Arabia.. In the Gulf of Aden, the rates obtained by
Laughton et 11. (1970, Table l) are used directly. These data show very
little scatter and are fitted by RM2 very well.. The only other data used
in the inversions are two rate estimates in the Red Sea (Allan and Morelli,
1970), and these are also well fitted. Because * of the mediocre quality
of the azimuth data, and the variety of the possible interpretations
of Red Sea tectonics (e.g. LePichon et a1 _, 1973), we did not attempt to
model the northern Red Sea in this work. Since the Arabian plate is
unconstrained along its other boundaries, the RM2 and best-fitting
ARAB-AFRO vectors are identical.
i27.
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The Indian Plate Problem
Although RM2 is a very good fit to the data set as a whole, we have
not been able to fit the Indian Ocean data satisfactorily by an
R02-type model. These discrepancies may simply result from bad data,
contaminated by systematic observational errors we do not understand.
We are aware that data bias is the probable explanation for the misfit
to the Aleutian slip vectors; in Paper I, we attributed this misfit,
evidently incorrectly, to.internal deformation within the North American
plate. The existence of systematic errors in the Indian Ocean data ob-
viously cannot be ruled out at this time. However, because its impli-
cations are important, an alternate hypothesis---internal deformation
within the major plates---deserves investigation.
In RM2, Indian Ocean tectonics are modelled by three plates,
ANTA, AFRC and INDI. There is no geological or seismic evidence for
deformation within Antarctica; in fact, the intraplate seismicity of
Antarctica appears to be the lowest of any major plate (e.g. Tarr, 1974).
In contrast, both the African and Indian plates are characterized by high
intraplate seismicity, and observations of significant post--Miocene
intraplate deformation have been-reported (e.g. McKenzie et al., 1970;
Sykes, 1970b; Eittreim and Ewing, 1972).
To investigate hypothetical, intraplate deformation, we have chopped
these plates into two pieces and modelled each as a rigid entity, as we
did for NORM and SOAM. This procedure is obviously unsatisfactory for
representing widely distributed strain, and we are implicity assuming
that most of the deformation is localized within a relatively narrow zone.
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Deformation of the Afr.3can_^ilatu. Active extension across the
African Rift . valleys is well documented _ e.g. McKenzie et al. 1970;__
Maasha _and Molnar, '97 2; LePichon et- al., 1973J . _ _TO ,. test the hypothesis
that the_R%412 _misfit along _the
.
 INDI-MITA 
-
boundary stems from ignoring
this deformation, another global . irnvc ,rsi.on was _performed. The .data
along the African plate boundaries in .. the Red Sea and west . Qf 200E were
assigned to a Nubian plate (NUBI), and the data east of 40°E were assigned
to_a Somalian . plate (SOITA). We arbitrarily assumed , that the position of
the NUBI-SOMA-MITA triple junction is somE:where between 20°E and 40 0B. Since
we did not feel justified in specifying its position more accurately,
the 10 data along the Southwest Indian Ric,ge in this interval were deleted.
.A . e)pected, the resu-Lting model is a better fit to 4he data set than RM2.
In particular, the INDI--ANTA angi!lar velocity vector is very Close to
the best-fitting solution in Table 3, and the fit to data along this
boundary ie much improved. However, the resulting SOMA-NUBI pole is at
4305, 480E and the angular rate is 0.17 0/Pty, which implies east--west
compressive motion across the African Rift valleys at a rate exceeding
I cm/yrt This prediction clearly contradicts the .- geophysical evidence.
If a non--zero component of extension is imposed on this boundary, the-fit
to the INDI-ANTA data set is degraded with respect to RM2.
Therefore, problems with RM2 in the Indian Ocean cannot be remedied
by_simply postulating internal deformation in Africa, because the resulting
model violates other constraints. Although the evidence for extension
across the African Rift Zone is compelling, we have not been able to
successfully resolve this motion in our global modelling studies, a
xi re
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OF POOR QUALITY
conclusion also stated in Paper 1.
In a recent parallel study, Chase (1978) has produced a global
plate model which predicts opening of the Rift valleys. The differences
between: his model and the model described above are evidently due to 	 ;TM
differences in, the invested data sets. We note that Chase's poles do
_;art
not provide a satisfactory fit to our data set along the RM2 AFRC-ANTTA•.
boundary. Also, the misfit to the INDI ANTA data set described for
RM2 is a feature of his solution as .ell.
Deformation of the Indian plate. The hypothesis that the Indian
plate is deforming is suggested by two aspects of the RM2 fit discussed
in the previous pages: RM2 1 s performance is unsatisfactory along both
the INDI--ANTA and INDI--PCFC boundaries. To test the hypothesis that
INDI'deformation is responsible for these discrepancies, the western
portion of the Indian plate (WIND) was separated from the eastern
portion (AUST). Six INDI--ANTA data within a transition zone between
900E and 1300B were deleted. Data on the Indian plate boundaries west
of 900E were assigned to WIND and data east of 1300 were assigned to
ABST. With this configuration, the global data set was inverted. The
resulting AUST-kIND angular velocity vector is labelled "A" in Table 4.
Again, introduction of more model parameters permitsa better fit to the
observations: The remaining data along the Southeast Indian Ridge are
satisfied, and the AUST-PCFC pole lies within 2° of the INDI--PCFC BFP of
Table 3. r
U.	 'j"11
From Table 3 we can estimate .
 the hypothetical AUST-tUND VECTOR inde-
pendently of the data along the Southeast Indian Ridge. Deformation of
the Indian plate can be approxim rttely described 
'
by _the closure _vector
of the circuit 14IND-AFRC--ANTA--P CF C-AUST. 'This vector may -be calculated
using the best fitting angular valocity vector fo>~ each boundary traversed
by the circuit. The result is not unique since the PCFC-AUST rate is not
constrained, and a one parameter family of closure vectors is therefore
generated. To specify a member of this family, we arbitrarily chose to
minimize the relative velocity of AUST with respect to WIND at a point
along the Ninetyeast Ridge. Numerical experiments show that the result
is quite insensitive to this point's location. The derived angular
velocity vector is labelled "B" in Table r.
In view of the uncertainties involvad (and the ad--hoc criterion
used to construct vectok B), the two solutions in T<<ble 4 are remarkably
similar. Both imply slow compressive motion between WIND and At ST in a
NW-SE direction.
Our modelling procedures do not require the existence of a specific
boundary separating, the Indian plate into two portions. However, we
speculate that any deformation within the Indian plate may in fact be
localized in the vicinity of the Ninetyeast Ridge. This linear feature behaved
as an active transform fault in the Cretaceous (eg. McKenzie and Sclater,
1971; Schlich, 1975; Sclater. et a^:., 1976), and, although it has been
commonly considered to be quiescent during recent times, Stein and Okal
(1977) have suggested that it is now the site of significant seismic
and tectonic activity. The nature of this tectonic activity is undoubtedly
complex, but Stein and Okal argue that the bottom morphology and
A
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se1ssnjc^source mechanisms are consistent with NW—SE compression_in the
region, in agreement with the angular. velocity vectors in. Table . 4. Vector
:A predicts a rate of deformation of about cmfyr,- computed at 15°N,
-90°E. This rate is equivalent to a strain rate of 10- 81yr, if_ the,
_deformation were distributed over a zone 1000 km wide, and is grossly
campatible with the level, of regional seismicity (Stein-and Okal, 1977).
In summary, the hypothesis that deformation is occurring within
the Indian plate suffices to resolve, the, difficulties encountered in
fitting the instantaneous relative motion data. Although the nature of
this deformation remains speculative, at least a partial localization of
the deformation in the vicinity of the Ninetyeast Ridge is suggested by
other observations. Ile note that, if extension across the African Rift
Zone is incorporated into the plate tectonic model, deformation within
the Indian plate predicted by the model will be greater.
3.2.
Predictions and It^licacions
- 
Along plate.boundari.es-where data- are- not:7available:^^where inter-
pretation is hindered by geological complications, RM2 provides a useful
basis for predictions and comparisons of global motions with local:-field
evidence. We discuss here a few-selected examples. In this discussion,
prediction.errors were calculated using the bilinear forty described-by-
Jordan (1975).
Central California. Because of possible-bias associated with ex-
tension in the Basin and-Range Province, data-along the San Andreas-fault
system were not used in the inversion (figure 1). In central California
M12 predicts a rate of relative motion between the Pacific avid North Ameri-
can plates of 5.6 ± 0.3 cm/yr (Table 5). 31ased on geological evidence, Hall
and..5ieh (1977) estimate a slip rate of 3.7 ± 0,3 cm/yr along the San
Andreas in central. California, averaged over three millenia, which is
identical to Thatchers (1977) geodetical estimate of 3.7 ± 0.2 cm/yr.
it sim'lar rn to over the past 10 ATV (eg.
Huffman, 1972). This comparison suggests that a significant fraction of
L.	 the PCFC--NOAM motion 3s taken up elsewhere. Some of it may possibly be
accommodated on fault systems west of the San Andreas. For example,
Weber and Lajoie (1977) conclude that right:-lateral slip has occurred
along the San Gregorio fault zone during the last 200,000 years, with
a rate ranging from 0.6 to 1.3 cm/yr. The discrepancy between the
observed and predicted rates may also be attributed to deformation
distributed within the Basin and Range Province. Thompson and Burke (1973)
L	 ^,
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estimate that the Basin and Range underwent 100 km of extension in N55W
direction during the last 15 My, equivalent to an average of 0.7 cm/yr
of right-lateral motion in a direction parallel to the San Andreas,
The comparison of observed and predicted azimuths also suggests'
active deformation within the western U.S.:	 Between the Carrizo Plain
and Hollister, the San Andreas fault exhibits a well defined azimuth of
X41°W i 2 0 , whereas the direction of relative -notion calculated from
ItM2 is N35'W i2° (Table. 5).	 These two values can be reconciled by
postulating about 0.8 cm/yr of M? extension between central California
and the stable North-American platform to the east. 	 Thompson and
_ Burke=s (1973) model implies an average rate for EW Basin and Range
extension of 0.5 cm/yr. Furthermore, Clark and Lajoie (1975) estimate
a horizontal displacement rate of 0.7 cm/yr along the Garlock Fault
during Holocene time.
	
Such agreement may be fortuitous, but we consider
it to be suppprt for Davis and Burchfiefs (1973) suggestion that the
Garlock: Fault is a major intracontinental transform structure.
Relative motion of North and South America. 	 As argued above,
relative motion between North and South America is required by our data
set.	 Figure 5 and Table 2 indicate that the NOAM-SOAM vector is poorly
constrained and a wide range of possible relative velocities are allowed
by the data.
	 Very little direct evidence for this relative motion exists,
and the movement could be distributed across a broad zone between, say,
10°N and 20°N.	 Since the relative velocities are predicted to be small.,
•1
the deformation may be largely aseismic.	 However; some seismicity does
f
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exist.	 For example, a magnitude 6.2 earthquake occurred October 23, 1964,
at 19.8°N, 56.1 0W.	 The mechanism for this event is consistent with right-
lateral strike-slip motion in a direction N55°11 (rfolnar and Sykes, 1969;
J. Morel, 1975, personal communication), which does not disagree with
the RM2 prediction of N71'W t 58° ( 'fable 5).	 It Is, however, inconsistent
with the RbM model, which predicts left -lateral motion.
Southern Boundary of the Caribbean plate. 	 RM2 predicts a component
of NS convergence across the CARE-SOAM boundary.	 Although the rates are
somewhat higher, the azimuths for CARB-SOAM motion are almost identical
to those deduced by Jordan (1975) using the RM1. model. 	 Consequently,
Jordan's conclusions concerning motions along this boundary are substantiated
by this study.	 They are also supported by Ladd ' s (1976) model of tertiary
plate motions.	 Direct evidence for NS compressive motion has been obtained
by Talwani et al. (1976) from an analysis of multichannel seismic reflection
.^L4
records from the south margin of the Venezuelan Basin and by Rial (1978)
^f
from a study of local mechanisms in Columbia and Venezuela. 	 No such com
pression is predicted by a model which assumes a single American plate.
We take this to be an additional argument in favor of modelling NOAM and
SOAfiI as two separate plates with a zone of decoupl.ing between 10°N and 20'N.
Jordan's (1975) portrayal of the tectonic relationships in the
Panama Basin is also compatible with RM2. The RM2'COCO-NAZC pole lies
north of the equator, and the Panama T.F., as mapped by Lonsdale and
Klitgord (1978), closely approximates a small circle about this pole',
even though it was not used in the inversion. Thus, R112 is consistent
with the hypothesis that the Panama Basin east of this transform is not
i acting as a separate plate, as suggested by Molnar and Sykes (1969) and
1
^Subcluct on i i aut"kiei-zi ^Fii1e. -Seismic activity along the Chile
trench decreases sharply south of the NAZC-AIM-SOAM triple junction
(Tarr, 1974). Few earthquakes (only one with mb -2 6) have been
reported in this region between 1963 and 1975. The predicted convergence
rate between ANTA and SOMI is only 2.1 0.2 em/yr. (Table 5), 6.7 cm/yr
less than the subduction velocity north of the triple junction - and 30%
lower than the Mil prediction. Yet other convergence zones with com-
parable rates such as the West Iadies Arc or the South Sandwich Trench
are significantly more seismically active. If our model is
correct, then subducti.on in Southern Chile takes place largely aseismically,
or this boundary constitutes an extensive seismic gap.
-The Owen Fracture Zone. The Owen Fracture Zone represents the-INDI--
ARAB boundary (e.g., McKenzie and Sclater, 1971) and exhibits only weak
seismicity. As shown in Table 5, RM2 does predict a low rate of relative
~ =''motion between these two plates, but the predicted azimuths do not agree
-well with the observations. At WN, Laughton ' s (1970) bathymetric map
indicates an azimuth of N30°E for the Owen fracture zone, compared with
- the model value of N55°E i- 14°, and at 22°N, a fault plane solution by
Sykes' (1,967) has a slip vector orientation of N50°E, versus a model value
I361-
1
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Absolute Motions
The R142 geohedron (Table 2, Figure 2) completely describes the
relative motion model. To specify an 'absolute' reference frame, we
-
need only to choose an origin in angular velocity space. A particular
frame of interest in discussions of plate dynamics is one fixed with
respect to the average position of the deep mantle, assumed to be rigid
or at least to have typical internal motions much slower than the motions
of the plates; we refer to this frame as the mean mesospheric frame.
In Paper X we constructed an absolute motion model (AM1) based on
the Wilson-Morgan fixed hotspot hypothesis and concluded that this hypo-
thesis was consistent with the available instantaneous motion data.
However, we noted the difficulties in estimating rates and directions of
hotspot migration that are compatible with the short time intervals
appropriate to the relative motion model, especially for hotspot traces
on the slower plates: Because of these difficulties, we are intrinsically
limited in our ability to construct more refined tests of the Wilson-
Morgan hypothesis and to discriminate among various instantaneous absolute
motion models using hotspot data.
To investigate this limitation, we have derived an absolute motion model
by again inverting hotspot data, but restricting the data set to include
only those constraints on hotspot migration pertinent to the last 10 My.
This time span is really the minimum interval for which good hotspot data can
be obtained, although it exceeds by over a factor of three the mean
averaging interval for the relative motion data. The azimuths of nine
hotspot traces and the rates for five were chosen on the basis of this
criteri6n (Table'6).	 The data set is dominated by the information from
Pacific island chains; no Atlantic or Indian Ocean hotspots were employed.
The pate at Hawaii represents our interpretation of the K-Ar ages between
Hawaii. and French Frigate Shoals summarized by Dalrymple et al. (1974).
For four other Pacific archipelagos the K-Ar ages of Duncan et al. (1974)
and Duncan and McDougall (1974, 3976) have been used.	 Azimuth estimates
for the traces were obtained from bathymetric charts, and -the rate esti-
mates were projected along these directions. 	 The mean rate estimates for
individual island chains have formal standard errors of about + 1'cm/yr
(Duncan and McDougall, 1976), but these have been increased to allow for
possible errors due to biased sampling. 	 (We note that, since vulcanism
may persist at a given site for millions of years, a systematic failure
to sample the oldest rocks generally results in rates biased to high
values.)	 The other data in Table 6, hotspot azimuths from the COCO, NAZC
and NOAM plates, have been taken from Paper I.
r
The data-set in Table 6 was inverted to obtain an absolute motion
model designated AM1--2 (Table 7, Figure 2).	 In the inversion the relative
plate velocity vectors were fixed at their MU values, but the uncertain- s
ties in the RPi2 model, represented by its variance matrix, were incorporated
into the calculation of the variance matrix for AM1--2.	 The model is a
very good fit to the selected data set: only one datum has a residual
exceeding its assigned error (the azimuth of the Marquesas), and the rate
data are all fitted to within l cm/yr. 	 Thus, the results of this experi-
ment give us no cause to challenge the Wilson--Morgan hypothesis.
1
But, even supposing the Wilson-Morgan hypothesis is valid,'which we
have not proved, with what precision can the motions-of the plates in the i
,'frame be	 by	 hotspot data?	 Themean mesospheric	 predicted	 the	 answer to
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this.question is indicated by the standard errors of estimation listed in
Table 7.	 Although' the absolute velocities of the fast-moving oceanic
plates (e.g. PCFC) have relative errors which are small, the relative errors
for the slowly moving dontinental plates (e.g. EURA) are quite large and in
some cases exceed 100%. Hence, the absolute motion directions of several 	
'	 'i
plates, particularly ANTA and EURA, are not usefully constrained by the
hotspot data used in this experiment: For example, at the position of
Iceland the motion of EURA with respect to the mean mesospheric frame is
predicted by AMl-2 to be N830W at 0.4 cm/yr, nearly diametrically opposed
to the direction of the Wyville-Thompson Ridge, the presumed hotspot trace.
%.t no significance should be assigned to this discrepancy, since the formal
;pmediction errors (la) are + 1620 and + 0.8 cm/y , respectively, and since
.the actual azimuth of the Iceland hotspot trace over the last 10 My is not
really known (Paper I, p.566).
With these large uncertainties in mind, it is interesting to compare
the hotspot model with absolute motion models based on other criteria.
Three such alternate models are listed in Table 8 (see also Figure 2).
AM0-2 is the unique absolute motion model constructed by requiring that
the lithosphere as a whole possess no net rotation, a criterion discussed
and applied in Paper I and by Lliboutry (1974) and Salomon and Sleep (1974).
AM2-2 corresponds to Burke and Wilson's (2972) hypothesis that .the African
plate is stationary with respect to the mantle, a criterion endorsed by
Duncan and McDougall (1976) on the basis of Pacific hotspot data. A143-2
.conforms to Jordan's (1975) suggestion that the Caribbean plate is fixed
iu the mean mesospheric frame, pinned in position by its two bounding
40.
subduction Zones.
The predictions of these absolute motion models are compared with
the selected hotspot data in Table 7. The Pacific poles for all of the
absolute motion models are similar (Table 8), and the azimuths of the
Pacific island chains are essentially equally well fitted by each. However,
the Pacific rate data and the azimuth data from the other plates do
provide some discriminants. AMO-2 appears to be inconsistent with the
rate data; its values are significantly less than those observed. AM2-2
is a good fit to the Pacific data, but it is a poor fit to the azimuth
data for the other three plates. AM2-3 provides a good fit to the azimuth
data, but its Pacific rate is slightly low.
•
	
	 The alternative absolute motion models can be compared directly with
Anil-2 in model space using the computed estimation errors.. let m be the
model vector representing AMZ--2 and let m' be any altenati.ve absolute motion
model.. .Define the quadratic form
F = (m - MY'. V-l ' (M - MI
where V is the complete variance matrix for m. Then, if F > (1,.96) 2,
M' lies outside the AM1-2 95% confidence hyperell ipsoid, and one can accept
the conclusion that the expected value of m (6f which m is only an estimate)
is different from m' at the 5% risk level. (Of course, this statement assumes
that normal statistics and our linear approximations are applicable and that
V is known exactly, which is not strictly true; it nevertheless provides a
workable basis for making statistical decisions.) For models AMO-2 and AM2-2,
F equals 12.4 and 10.9, respectively; we conclude that these frames are
significantly different from the hotspot frame. For AM3--2, F equals only 3.1, so
yf^	 ^
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the hypothesis that the Caribbean plate is fixed in the hotspot frame
cannot be rejected.. We-,note-that the frames corresponding to ANTA fixed
(F - 0.5) and EURA fined (F 0.8) are indistinguishable from the hotspot
frame as well.
It is also interesting to compare AM1, the absolute motion model
derived in Paper I, with AMI-2. Both models were obtained by the inversion
of hotspot data, but, in the case of AM1, no rate data were used and a
much larger, more globally distributed set of hotspot azimuths were fitted.
As a consequence., the averaging intervals for the AM1 data are generally
Greater than 10 My and more variable. Although the AM1 and AMl-2 Pacific
voles are similar, the A111 rotation rate (0.83 o/My) is less than that of
&U-2 (0.97 aft). For AM1, F = 339. This very large value is indicative
of the fact that PHI and RM2 are significantly different relative motion
models, in that RMI lies well outside RM2's 95% confidence hyperellipsoid.
A model derived by adding to RM2 the AM1 PCFC absolute rotation vector
yields F • = 10.0 and is inconsistent with the data set in Table 6.
The resolution of absolute motions by the hotspot data-is obviously
degraded if the possibility of a non-rigid hotspot geometry is allowed.
Several authors have concluded that, averaged over geologically long
periods of time (5 40 My), hotspots have relative velocities with mag-
nitudes on the order of 1 cm/yr (Morgan, 1972; Burke et al., 1973;
Molnar and Atwater, 1973; Molnar and Francheteau, 1975). In some sense,
our - conservative assigr-ent of large errors to the hotspot data in Table 6
Amy account for the uncertainties generated by small random motions among
the.hotspots, but appropriate caution in interpreting any hotspot model
42.
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Nevertheless, several previously published conclusions regarding
present-day absolute motions appear to be warranted; these are common
to all of the models in Table 8:
(1) Plate speeds correlate negatively with total continental
area (Paper I).
(2) Plate speeds correlate positively with the fraction of plate
boundary being•subducted (Jordan and Minster, 1974; Forsyth
and Uyeda, 1975).
(3) Plate speeds correlate positively with geographic co-latitude
(Solomon et al., 19715).
Simple mechanical models have been formulated to explain the first two of
these correlations (Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975; Solomon et al., 1975;
Xaula, 1975), but their true dynamical significance is still quite_
speculative. For example, Solomon et al. (1977) have suggested that
these aspects may have very little to do with dynamics; they argue that
the absolute plate motions characteristic of Tertiary time exhibit
-none of the correlations stated above. Although we eye their reconstruc-
tions and modelling assumptions with some skepticism (cf. Jurdy, 1977),
we agree that more refined tests of the mechanical models must be
formulated.
II	 I
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Perspective
RM2 is a significantly better representation of present-day plate
motions - thane RM1. In a recent parallel study, Chase (1978) has presented
a global plate motion model generally quite similar to RM2. Some significant
differences between these two models do exist--most ascribable to differences
in data selection and interpretation--but the overall agreement is encouraging.
These studies should be viewed as ever more rigorous tests of the plate tec-
tonic hypothesis. We continue to be impressed by how well the large data
sets (330 members in Table 1) are described by simple models with very
few_ parameters (30 for RM2).
We have noted, however, several problem areas where the plate model
does not adequately fit the observations. These discreparicies deserve
special scrutiny: they may be the manifestations of tectonic processes
or other physical. phenomena not nowunderstood. For example, if our
hypothesis that the Indian plate is not behaving rigidly is confirmed by
better data in the Indian Ocean, then several questions must be addressed.
Haw is the deformation distributed within the plate? What is the nature
of the forces driving the deformation? Consider the hypothesis that the
deformation is Zocalized in the vicinity of the Ninetyeast Ridge: then
a situation exists where, on two opposing plates at approximately equal
distances from their common boundary (a spreading center), there are two
NS-trending zones of deformation, one extensional (the African Rift) and
one compressional (the Ninetyeast Ridge). This unusual configuration
should provide a strong discriminant for force-balance models of the
sort proposed by Forsyth and Uyeda (1975) 0 Solomon et al. (3975) and
Richardson et al. (1976). Of course, more data are required before this
h`: a...4 ri:=-4'
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hypothetical situation can be accepted as -reality.
Throughout the bulk--of this- pap ex,	 -of:-continental
tacra --cs -have been caref*Ily_ avo+idf;d. It, -is clear that, in most regions
of intracontinenta.l deformation:, the pl .te model has only limited utility. ; -
However, global plate motions do provide the d1.4p-lacement boundary
conditions required - to understand the Ainematics and dynamics of tectonics
In complex region.- (e.g. Molnar and Taponnier,- 1973). These complex
regions include not only the continental interiors, but also zones of
deformation along the continental. margins (e.g. Jordan, 1975) and even
boundaries between the oceanic plates themselves. It is possibly
complexities of this latter type which-are responsible for the difficulties
we experienced in obtaining closure about the Azores triple junction.
Unlike the relative motions, the absolute motions of plates in the
mean mesospheric frame cannot be preciselyconstrained. Absolute motion
models have been derived from a number of kinematical hypotheses, and,
although'they are grossly similar, significant differences among them do
exist'. In our opinion, model AMI-2, with its attendant uncertainties
(Table 7), represents the most satisfactory description available from
the present observations. Based on these absolute motions, a number of
empirical correlations appear to be warranted, but how these correlations
relate to the fundamental forces driving the plates is only. speculative.
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Appendix -.
-In-tha-interpretation of earthquake mechanisms along subduction
boundaries, most-author-s- assume that the direcLiM of relative plate
motion is givein -by the hofizontai - projeci tio' n of the slip vector--(e:S-
Paper 1). If the convergence is oblique to the trench axis, this
procedure yields a biased estimate of the direction of relative motion.
Instead, the slip vector should be rotated into the horizdntal plaiie,
which requires correcting the slip vector azimuth by an amount---a-given by
Cot(TA - TF)
a = arecot	
sin P F
	
+ T F TA
where T., P. Sand TA , PA are the azimuth and plunge of the poles of the
fault plane and auxiliary plane, respectively.
This correction was applied to the data from the Aleutian-Kuril,
South American and Tonga-Kermadec Trenches. The statistical information
is summarized below:
lal	 a i s max I
NOAI-S-PCFC	 -	 0.60	 0.30 2-
NAZC-SOAM	 0.90	 00 20
PCFC-INDI	 1.11,	 -0.9 0 40
This correction is clearly -minor. Thus, as pointed out by Chase (1978)
omitting this correction does not give rise to a significant systematic
bias in the data.
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	 2.26	 • a.2o	 2.37
	
0.11	 0.121
	
14.90
	 71.60	 2.0 ► 	 0.24	 2. LV-G.C7
	
0.061
	
14.30
	 SLID	 2.20	 4.24	 2.11	 0.01	 0.1+1
	
it. 10	 3r.30	 2.12	 9.20	 1.21	 0.01
	
0.152	 »
	
lz.4a	 99.70
	 1.96	 0.10	 2.01	 -0.06	 O. t,1
	
1.3.20	 S6.90	 1.00	 O.IO	 2.C3	 -0.01	 0.196	 +
	
12.10	 49.90
	 1.90	 0.10	 1.6'3	 O.Ct
	
0.709
	32.p¢ 45.60
	 1.92	 0.10	 1. r •	 0.01	 0.317	 +
If
	
13.70 9t-SO
	 M104	 S.0	 h5tt	 0.4 0.491
	
L40CNTOh 11 4L.41+701
	
32.00 46.00
	 NISE	 10.0
	
73341
	 -1.9	 0.216	 +
	
59 16.00 $1.20	 1.30!	 15.0	 1630	 -0.3 0.012	 Swats 119f0 as
*For rates ;MA), units are cm/yr; for transform fault (TFY
and.slip vector (SV) azimuths, units are degrees.
.._	 :0000_,	 ,..
„_, _.	
.--^•---- ,.-_..	 0___,0.0__0..
Importance Distribution
NA	 TF	 5V Total
0.405 0.398 0.694 1.497
0.977 0.272 0.009 1.258
0.849 0.341 0.038 1.228
0 0 0 0
0 0 0.246 0.246
1.200 0.811 0.039 2.050
0 0 0.165 0.165
0.851 0.246 0.091 1.188
1.055 0.626 0.366 2.047
0.952 1.741 0.253 2.946
0 0 0.111 0.111
0 0 0 0
1.829 0.732 0.076 2.637
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0.464 0.464
1.201 1.108 0.072 2.381
0.167 0.608 0.283 1.058
0.843 1.098 0 1.941
1.959 0.934 0.077 3.000
0 0.783 1.167 1.950
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0.246 0.058 0.222 0.526
0.697 1.243 0.195 2.135
1.012 0.135 0.025 1.172
Il
i
I1 	 r
Table 2. INr2 Csohedron
Relativa Rotation Vector* Error Lllipae**
00 4 04 u % C. d: Qs in
(dab) (°E) (des) (*/my) (*/my) (deg) (deg) (deK)
1.10 -73.91 1.94 0.852 0.025 S71E 1.30 1.08
0.89
-107.39 1.01 2.208 0.070 S37E 1.00 0.63
1.89 -87.88 1.81 1.539 0.029 N09E 1.91 0.96
1.04 -78.92 • 3.04 0.977 0.027 S78E 1.51 1.02
0.77 -5.79 . ,1.63 1.246 0.023 S82E 0.90 0.76
0.90 -80.23 2.32 0.964 0.014 N52E 1.11 0.75
1.06 -121.28 2.07 1.489 0.070 S75E 1•.84 0.99
1.57 56.36 35.2,9 -0.258 0.019 1186E 5.88 1.51
6.17 132.44 5.06 0.231 0.015 S14E 6.36 1.39
9.19 -70.48 '.2.76 0.219 0.052 513E 9.42 0.97
1.48 -115.55 2.26 1.543 0.084 S63E 2.24 1.21
5.37 -97.57 -4.57 0.711 0.056 S19C 5.59 2.67
1.40 -124.40 2.61 0.972 0.065 N8911	 .- 2.60 1.40
7.12 -53.82 6.22 0.167 0.029 514E 7.22 S.49
11.35 -60.84 48.86 0.202 0.038 S52S 16.84 6.84
3.76 -94.75 3.73 0.835 0.034 505E 3.77 1.90
2.83 -37.29 2.65 0.356 0.010 SOBE 2.85 0.99
1.30 75.20 79.29 0.302 0.018 N84F 3.22 1.26
0.97 46.02 1.06 0.644 0.014 547E 1.24 0.66
3.44 6.43 11.48 0.260 0.047 579E 10.02 2.97
4.25 -21.19 0.98 0.104 0.036 SOLE 4.25 0.89
1.40 38.46 2.66 0.698 0.024 565E 2.72 0.90
2.53
-1.64 9.57 0.357 0.054 S85E 8.33 2.45
2.15 63.86 2.30 0.469 0.066 S51E 2.51 1.89
4.50 -95.02 3.28 0.605 0.039 SOLE 4.50 2.39
3.77 -41.70 3.55 0.149 0.009 S42E 4.93 1.45
1.16 32.74 1.41 0.673 0.011 S62E 1.39 1.10
Plata Pair
	
a
(ON)
NOAl4-PCFC
	
48.77
C000-PCFC
	
38.72
RAiC-PCFC
	
56.64
EUVA-PCFC	 60.64
nmx-PCFC
	
60.71
MA-PCFC
	
64.67
CCCO-NOAH
	
29.80
AFHC-SOAP
	
80.43
EURA-NOAY	 65.85
NOAK-CARS	 -33.83
LOCO-CARS
	
23.60
WAU-0-RB	 47.30
CMG-NAZC
	
5.63
ROALI-S014i 	 25.57
CARS-SOAN
	
73.51
IIAZC-SOAR	 59.08
AFRC-SOAII	 66.56
ANTA-SOAH
	
87.69
1101I-AFRC	 17.27
ARAB-AFRC
	
30.82
AFRO-trRA
	
25.23
WWI-E^ FA	 19.71
ARAB-EURA
	
29,82
INDI-ARAB
	
7.OB
XUr2 ANrA
	
43.21
AMC-AN-fA	 9.46
I633I-ANTA	 18.67
Totals	 14.273 11.134 4.593 30.000
•First plate n.imed moves counterclockwise with respect to the second. Uncertainties are the standard deviations of
m=&inal distributions,
**One sigma error ellipses are specified by the azimuth of the major axis C, m.sp lengths of the axes are geocentric angles.
Table 3. Best-fitting angular velocity vectorm for individual plate boundaries.*	
'I
Relative Rotation vector Error Ellipse Importance Distribution
Plate Pair 8 d8 6 0^ w °W Cmaz Qnax omIn
(°N) (des) (°E) (deg) (0/1,Y) (o/iiy) (deg) (deg) (deg) NA TF SV Total	 y
1;:)W-PCFC 49.02 1.34 -76.05 2.82 0.885 0.071 N86E 1.85 1.34 1.000 0.6I5 1.385 3.000	 r
EOCtrPCFC 37.68 3.39 -107.74 1.84 2.298 0.317 SIDE 3.44 1.35 2.002 0.965 0.033 3.000 f'N ATO-PCFC 55.64 6.72 -85.76 5.40 1.527 0.062 N22E 7.20 1.62 1.978 0.928 0.094 3.0:'0	 °
not-PCFC 55.71 2.75 -5.00 3.42 - ---- S19E 2.84 1.79 0 0 2.000 2.CNJ	 -
P -7 39 1.55 --79.26 3.40 0.976 0.022 H41E 1.92 0.85 1.800 1.150 0.050 3-COO
It. i4.S1 -17.f9 60.61 0.275 r.n	 E, 7:73.1 17.91 3.38 1.706 0.977 0.317 3.00O
r. FJ.	 N	 .: t	 '	 ^, 9.72 1:7.37 9.83 0.252 L. -	 .: `	 : ?	 '.:: 1 .	 i 1.7 0.772 0.4.2
SOA.Y-CARS -34.18 9.28 -70.40 2.80 0.225 U.^7! Ski_ 'i..: v.47 3.0	 . ..5 J.:-5 }.',.
COCO-NAZC 4.90 1.54 -123.65 2.71 0.993 0.071 S59E 2.70 1.54 2.003 0.903 O.0?4 3._
APRC-SOAH 62.98 3.46 -39.14 2.46 0.357 0.010 S06£ 3.48 1.07 1.407 1.491 0.102
±^
3.CC0
iNDI-AFAC 19.63 1.78 44.12 1.81 0.612 0.035 S44E 2.34 0.76 1.682 1.318 0 3.030	 f:
ARAB-AFRO 30.82 3.44 6.43 11.48 0.260 01047 S79E 10.02 2.93 1.989 0.934 0.077 3.000:.;,
AFRC-EURA 25.71 4.07 -•21.04 0.95 --- - SOLE 4.07 0.85 0 0.793 1.207 2.000	 qq
AFRO-AN[A 7.93 4.98 -38.72 4.77 0.146 0.011 S43E 6.70 1.51 1.038 1.666 0.296 3.000
1h'D1-AHTA 11.85 2.76 34.74 2.99 0.672 0.013 U65E 2.98 2.71 2.008 0.8 9 0.153 3.000
*Symbols and conveneions the rame as Table 2. s
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Table 4. Hypothetical RUST-WIND rotation vectors
=	 described in text.
	
off	 o^	 o/Hy	 .
A	 -45_90	 36.95	 0.134
A	 -38.04	 15.26	 0.130
• Table S. RH2-predicted plate motions at selected points
-	 - -	 -	 Plate Pair Lat. Long. Rate Azimuth
(°N) ('E) cm/yr.
FCFC-NOAH 36.4- -121.0 5.6 ± 0.3 1135W t 2.
ROAM-SRAM 20-0 -56.0 0.2 ; 0.3 N71W s 58.
15.0 -60.0 0.4 i 0.3 N62W 3 31.
SOAK-CARTS 10.0 -66.0 2.3 i 0.5 'N77V ± 10-
10.0 -74.0 2.2 t 0.5 N7BW ± 10-
WC-CARE 7.5 -79.0 5.4 i 0.5 N71E t 5•
ANM-SOAR -50.0 -75.0 2.1 t 0.2 S88E t S.
ARl11;-Ih'AI 22 . 0 62.0 1.4't 0.2 1183E ± 9.
14.0 59.0 0.8 t 0.2 N558 ± 14.
Tahl^ 6. A ¢avparlsen betuoen hotspot data and absolute motion modals.
Observed AH1-2 Importance Distribution AHO-2 A1i2-T, AHI-2
Hotapo[ tat. lsag. Trses Plete Azimuth Pate Azimuth Rate Azimuth@ Rated Asimuth Rata Azimuth j, Rats lutlauth late
{°H) (E) (deg) (ca/yr) (deg) (Ca/yr) (deg) (cm/yr) (deg) I X-1yr) (de,) W,
8s+a1! 20 -155 Hawaiian Islands PCFC N64W + 10 10 . 0 + 2.0 N6011 9.7 0.292 0.141 H61V 7.7 W57W 10.9 N62W 9.6
'	 Ysrquesa n -11 -138 Y.aryuessa Islands PCFC H45W + 15 9.8 + 2.0 N67W 10.7 0.078 0.200 N65W 0.2 1162W ,I 11.6 W67V 9.9
Tahiti-4thatia -18 -148 Society Islands P,:FC U65W + 15 12.0 + 2.0 N64W 10 . 7 0.084 0.225 N639 810 1160W ; . 11.5 1165W 9.4
Nacdanild -29 -140 Austral Islands PCFC tww + 15 10.5 + 2.0 N66W	 • 10 . 5 0.074 0.239 N63W 7.8 N60W	 (' .11.3 N65W 9.1
Pitcairn -25 -130 Pitcairn-Gambier PLK H65W ± 15 11 . 0 + 3.0 H70W LO.7 01065 0.099 1166V 8.1 7164W	 ', 11.5 H68W 9.4
Jvza de tuts 46 -13CI Cobb Seamoucta Ff:'^ 1454W + 15 _ N47W 5.5 0.309 - N49W 5.0 N43W {{
	 7.0 HSOW 5.4
Galapasas
-1 -92 Cocos Ridge _" N45E ± 10 - H46E 8.5 0.174 - N52E	 i , 10.6 "382 rl	 9.2 N491 9.5
Galepcgos -1 -92 Carnegie Ridge F'r"C 585E + 10 - HOSE 4.9 0.480 - H83E .7.2 N71E ^ f l	 6.7 ME 5.9
Yellowstone 45 -110 Snake River Plain !'^ t.'1 S64W ± 20 556W 2,4 0.460 - S55W 2.1 H87W w	 2.3
ii
S58V 2.4
it
n
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Table 7. model AM-2-.
`
Absolute Rotation vector Error Ellipse r"`
f ?late 9 fl8 ♦ 6♦ m
ocu r..	 Omax Qain
'	
t (on) (deg) (OE) (deg) i"fmy) (o/MY) (deg)	 (deg) (deg)
APRC 18.76 33.93 -21.76 42.20 0.139 0.055 573E	 40.43 33.24
AHSA 21.65 91.81 , 75.55 63.20 0.054 8.091 Nl^^E	 93.01 56.12 -	 ..
AW 27.29 12.40 -3.94 Ie_22 0.388 0.067 S76E	 16.38 12.11
CARE -42.80 39.20 66.75 40.98 0.129 0.104 N30E	 43.21 23.90
COCO 21.89 3.08 -115.71 2.81 1.422 0.119 532E	 3.35 2.25
BORA 0.70 124.35 -23.19 146.67 0.038 0.057 567E	 151.10 118.90
_ Il4D1 19.23 6.96 35.54 6.57 0.716 0.076 525E	 7.16 5.97
11AZC 47.99 9.36 -•93.81 9.14 0.585 0.097 502£	 9.37 5.43
NOAH -58.31 16.21 -40.67 39,62 0.247 0.080 S57E	 23.12 12.14
3.50,:i^'PCFC -61.66 5.11 97.19 7.71 0.967 0.085 S16E	 5.23
_ SOAH -82.28 19.27 75.67 85.68 0.285 0.084 1103E	 19.28 11.38
.V
Table 8.	 Absolute motion models.
Pacific Rotation Vector
Yodel Kinematical Condition L$t. LgnE_ Mace
( N) ( E) ( /Hy)
AW-2 No net rotation -62.93 111.50 0.736'
ANN-2 bast fit to hetapot data -61.6( 97.19 0.967
MG-2 African plate fixed -59.15 109.60 1.043
k0-2 Caribbean plate fixed -63.52 104.45 0.853
^- r
{«r
4	 ^	
1	
^	
1	
I 	 ^	 1	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 I 	 i
Fiaure Captions
Figure 1. Plate geometry and geographical distribution of the data
used in producing model RM2. Circles indicate seafloor-
spreading rates, squares represent transform faults, and
triangles slip vectors. Seven EURA-NOMI data at high
latitudes are not shown on the figure.
Figure 2. RM2 geohedron (stereo pair). The geohedron depicts relative
motions in angular velocity space (McKenzie and Parker, 1974).
Individual plates correspond to vertices. The z axis coincides	 s
I
with the rotation axis of the earth, the x axis is along the
Greenwich meridian. Vectors representing the three reference
	 i
axes have a magnitude of 0.3°/My. Open circle is coordinate
origin for &MO--2. Closed circle is coordinate origin for Ari1-2.
Figure 3. Histograms of normalized residuals for each data type, with
sample size, sample mean and sample variance. The theoretically
ideal Gaussian distributions with zero mean and unit variance are
shown for comparison. Shaded area in lower histograms represents
residuals for Aleutian antl Kuril slip vectors, which show negative
bias.
Fipure 4. Poles for model R`t2, with their 95 pvi cent (2v) confidence ellip5ts.
Mil poles and best fiitiny; poles where available (BFP, Table 3)
are also shown.
Figure 5. See Figure 4.
Figure 5. See Figure 5
.
Figure 7. In Figures 7 - 20, data and models are shown as residuals
with respect to the predicted values calculated from the
hest fitting angular velocity vectors. 	 Azimuths are measured
in degrees in a counterclockwise direction, rates are in S	 c
centimeters per year.	 Data symbols are the same as in
Figure 1.	 Error bars 'are the subjective error bars listed in
Table 1.	 The solid lines represent model iiM2 (this study)
and the dashed lines represent model M11 (Paper 1). 	 Here
the dashed-dotted line corresponds to the Bering-Pacific 9
pole determined in taper 1.
Figure 8. See Figure 7.
Figure 9. See Figure 7. #'
Figure 10. See Figure 7.
Figure 11. See Figure 7.;:-''
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Figure 12. See Figure 7.	 OF POOR QUALITY
Figure 13. See Figure 7. -`.,
Figure 14. See Figure 7.
!
#
Figure 15. See Figure 7.
F] pt:re 16. See Figure 7.
t^
;;IGLi011	 1°,.:1'1	 of	 5_Litc1-	 (11`,1).
t
Figure 19. See Figure 18.
Figure 20. See Figure 18.'
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